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In This InfoBrief
Data in this InfoBrief was derived from two sources of primary research:

 ⊲ On behalf of Hitachi, IDC surveyed over 1,000 IT decision-makers in the U.S., the U.K., and Germany to determine their plans for 
Internet of Things (IoT) usage, specifically applied to an analytics strategy. The roles of survey respondents ranged from IT executives to 
Line-of-Business (LOB) managers working in businesses with 1,000+ employees across the manufacturing, transportation, mining, and 
construction industries.

 ⊲ In addition, IDC conducts an annual global Internet of Things Decision Maker survey with over 3,500 respondents in 18 countries. 
Respondents include both IT and LOB decision makers across seven vertical industries. Respondents were asked a broad range of 
questions about their existing or planned IoT deployments.  
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Top 5 Reasons to Create an Industrial IoT Analytics Strategy

 »The most important reason organizations are planning to increase their use of IoT analytics today is to achieve operational efficiencies.
 »Gaining these operational efficiencies requires an understanding of the current condition of an asset, as well as the set of conditions that 
will lead to possible asset failure in the future.

Key takeaways

Improve productivity/e�ciency internally 60%

Improve productivity/e�ciency for customers 38%

Reduce operational costs (i.e., fuel savings) 37%

Reduce internal maintenance costs 21%

Process automation 16%

of industrial companies 
plan to increase their 

use of analytics

94%
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 »The top use cases by industry vary, but industrial organizations across the board are looking to optimize asset maintenance planning. Only 
doing machine maintenance when needed (versus doing it on the manufacturer’s planned schedule) can save a lot of time and money.
 »Managing the operations of large fleets (whether vehicles or construction/mining equipment) is another key analytics use case for 
organizations with mobile assets. 

Key takeaways

Top Industrial IoT Analytics Use Cases by Industry

Manufacturing

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
Other

Not using analytics in any meaningful way
For fleet maintenance data analytics

To manage field service
To extend asset life

For fleet operations data analytics
To manage maintenance parts inventory

To manage integrated scheduling for factories
To manage maintenance scheduling

For manufacturing machinery optimization
For manufacturing maintenance optimization

Construction

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
Other

Not using analytics in any meaningful way
To manage integrated scheduling for factories

For manufacturing machinery optimization
For manufacturing maintenance optimization

To extend asset life
To manage maintenance scheduling

To manage field service
For fleet operations data analytics

To manage maintenance parts inventory
For fleet maintenance data analytics

For fleet maintenance data analytics
For fleet operations data analytics

To manage maintenance scheduling
To manage field service

For manufacturing maintenance optimization

To extend asset life
To manage maintenance parts inventory

For manufacturing machinery optimization
To manage integrated scheduling for factories

Not using analytics in any meaningful way
Other

Transportation

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Mining
To manage maintenance scheduling

For manufacturing maintenance optimization
For fleet maintenance data analytics

To manage maintenance parts inventory
To manage field service

For fleet operations data analytics
To manage integrated scheduling for factories

For manufacturing machinery optimization
To extend asset life

Not using analytics in any meaningful way
Other

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
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IoT Project Funding

 »Increasingly, the decision to invest in the IoT project at all is made by the C-suite. However, once the decision is made, LOB leads the 
funding for the solution, then IT funds the budget for the ongoing infrastructure needed to build out and support that solution.

Key takeaway

CEO CFO COO IT Other Business-led funding IT-led funding Business only funding

IT only funding: IT works with the project and funds it entirely

IT CEO CFO COO

15%

22%
32%

20%11%

3%

14%

50%

33%

12%

25%
36%

27%

What stakeholder or department
makes the investment decision?

Who funds the budget? What department holds the
majority of the budget?
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The ROI of Analytics

 »As reported on page 3, the top two reasons organizations invest in analytics are to improve productivity/efficiency internally and for 
customers, and this chart demonstrates those goals are being met by organizations that have embarked on these projects. These 
productivity and efficiency enhancements are leading to increased revenue and decreased costs.  

Key takeaway

How is using analytics on your organization’s IoT project(s) providing value back to the business unit or organization?

Productivity
improvements

Better customer
intelligence

Increased
revenues

Decreased
costs

66%

55%
48% 48%
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The Importance of Real-Time Analytics
Key takeaways

 »Organizations need data that shows them what is happening with their assets in the current moment, so that if something goes awry, they 
can take actions to stop it before product quality, productivity, or human safety is impacted. 
 »Today, companies use a mix of business intelligence tools and machine learning to understand what has happened in their environments, 
and the conditions mostly likely to contribute to a failure of some sort. Tomorrow, they will also use machine learning to recommend 
actions to take when failures occur. 

What Type of Analytics is Real-Time Data Supporting?

Prescriptive 
(e.g., provides recommendation

to help improve an outcome)

Visualization of current
state of machines

or equipment

Descriptive 
(e.g., provides data

about what happened)

Predictive 
(e.g., provides data that

something is about to happen)

53%

60% 60% 63%
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IoT Data at the Edge

Where will your organization collect and process data generated by IoT sensors?

 »The majority of organizations plan to collect and process at least some data at the edge. This requires data ingestion, storage, integration, 
and analysis capabilities to extend from the cloud into on-premises environments.

Key takeaway

69%

50%

Collect and transmit IoT information/data/content over a
wired or wireless connection to an enterprise-grade datacenter

Collect and process IoT-generated 
data/content at the point of creation

37%

Collect and process some data at the point of creation, 
and transmit the rest to enterprise datacenter

3%

Don’t know
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IoT Security Trends

 »Security is the top inhibitor for IoT projects. However, 55% of survey respondents said their use or planned use of IoT technology improves 
their security posture. Top reasons given for this change were: 1. respondents upgraded security technologies and processes to protect 
vulnerable IoT connections and data, and 2. IoT analytics gave them the ability to monitor and detect any changes to their physical 
environment in real time, improving overall safety.

Key takeaway

Top concerns holding back IoT projects You indicated that the IoT has helped to improve 
security in your organization, why?

34%
27%

23% 23% 21% 20%

Security concerns Upfront costs Complexity of business 
process change

Privacy concerns Ongoing costs 
(i.e., monthly connectivity 
charges, software license 

fees, etc.)

Concern about technology 
stability/capabilities

67%
59%

33%

Prompted upgrades/
improvements in IT security

(i.e., technology, people, 
processes)

Real-time monitoring of 
physical environment 

(i.e., assets, doors)

Did not have cybersecurity 
policies before, our IoT 

project(s) prompted new 
investment in security

Note: Respondents could choose multiple answers.
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Analytics Usage by Decision Maker and Industry

 »Today, ITDMs report that their organizations are most advanced in their use of analytics tools, which is not surprising, given that IT is often 
tasked with making horizontal technology purchasing decisions and understanding the full capabilities of those tools. In reality, the end 
users of those tools, which sit within LOBs, may not use the full breadth of the capabilities offered to them today.  
 »While all industries appear to be somewhat mature in their use of descriptive and predictive analytics, prescriptive still lags behind today. 
By giving real-time insight into the environmental conditions surrounding an event, IoT data will help create a better opportunity to use 
prescriptive analytics. 

Key takeaways

Does your organization use analytics for descriptive, predictive, or prescriptive use cases?

Combined (IT/LOB) Decision Maker LOB Decision Maker IT Decision Maker

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Prescriptive (e.g., provides recommendation 
to help improve an outcome)

Predictive (e.g., provides data that 
something is about to happen)

Descriptive (e.g., provides data 
about what happened)

Visualization of current state of 
machines or equipment

Construction Manufacturing Mining Transportation

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Prescriptive (e.g., provides recommendation 
to help improve an outcome)

Predictive (e.g., provides data that 
something is about to happen)

Descriptive (e.g., provides data 
about what happened)

Visualization of current state of 
machines or equipment
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Data Science Teams

 »The majority of industrial organizations that have or are planning to deploy IoT projects have data science teams. While both IT and LOB 
report that the majority of these teams report into IT, LOB decision makers are much more likely to have data science teams report into 
LOBs or Operations groups than IT decision makers are (51% versus 26%).

Key takeaway

Does your organization have a
data science function/team?

What organizational function does the data science function/team report into?

Yes No Don’t know IT Line of Business (e.g., marketing, R&D, product engineering)

Operations (e.g., maintenance, factory floor, site o�ce, fleet operations)

3%

24%

73%

15%

73%

12%

IT LOB

48%

26%

26%
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IDC Recommendations
 ⊲ Industrial companies that deploy IoT strategies can get ahead of their competition by gathering — and 

acting on — the data produced within their environments and supply chains. The time to invest in IoT is now.

 ⊲ Acting on these insights in real time requires organizations to invest in a streaming analytics architecture 
that can rapidly ingest, integrate, and analyze data on the edge, as well as in the cloud.

 ⊲ When buying IoT technology, consider the needs of all potential end users — and maintainers — of the 
chosen solution, including LOB, operations, and IT stakeholders.
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Stacy Crook
Research Director, Internet of Things

Stacy Crook is a Research Director with IDC’s IoT Ecosystem and Trends Research Practice. In this role, she provides coverage of key software trends 
across the IoT landscape, including the platforms organizations leverage to: 

• Manage IoT endpoint devices and connectivity

• Collect, process, visualize, and analyze IoT data

• Integrate IoT data into other applications, systems, and services
Previously, Ms. Crook was an analyst within IDC’s enterprise mobility programs providing coverage of mobile enterprise applications and platforms, 
mobile device management, mobile security software, mobile operating environments, as well as broader trends in enterprise mobility strategy.
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Message from the Sponsor

Drive smarter business insights and new revenue opportunities from your data with 
best practice architectures from proven customer implementations.

Visit our IoT analytics resource center for additional information.

Innovate With Data and Analytics
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